
Authenticated Birth Certificate

By Anna Von Reitz

There are actually three pages to this document, which demonstrates an "Authenticated 
Birth Certificate" which is apostilled to conduct business overseas. 

The third piece is simply a normal Birth Certificate issued under my Given Name by the 
Territorial State of Wisconsin, which is then Certified as true and correct by the State 
Secretary of State and then also verified and admitted by the United States of America 
(Territorial) Secretary of State.  

The result, the yellow face page, is a "full faith and credit" declaration which is 
numbered and issued.  In this case, 15036455-3.  

This is a Legal Document afforded to my Legal Person -- a Territorial Citizen -- while in
transit on the High Seas and Navigable Inland Waterways, and in a backhanded way, it 
admits my true standing as a Lawful Person and an American.  

As of this writing, I am told that it is no longer possible to go through this process and 
obtain this specific document, because the office is shut down, but in any case, it is not 
necessary for you to worry about that, because I have already obtained it and exercised it
and included all other Americans (those who claim their birthright political status) under
my Full Faith and Credit owed by the Territorial United States Government.  

In a sense, I adopted all the other Americans who will come after me, and made them 
heirs pursuant to Equal Protection provisions which we also secured for everyone who 
claims their political status as an American. 

So, this is not "only" my Full Faith and Credit proof, but yours as well.  I am posting 
copies so that you as my heirs (see my recorded "Irrevocable Will") have a photographic
record of it.   

http://www.paulstramer.net/2021/05/authenticated-birth-certificate.html
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The number at the top of the page is sufficient to identify the document, and you don't 
need the third page, a copy of the Territorial Birth Certificate issued to me,  to claim 
Equal Protection in their jurisdiction. 
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See this article and over 3100 others on Anna's website here: www.annavonreitz.com
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